My favorite color day
- Show and tell, My favorite outing
- Multimedia Kinds of dinosaurs
- Facts about dinosaurs
- Fishing with common nouns and proper nouns
- Introduction of verbs with multimedia flash cards and songs
- Dumb charades on verbs
- Word wall activity
- Addition and subtraction with the help of balls and bananas
- Addition and subtraction stories
- Visual Aids of animal babies
- Sorting activity of Healthy and Junk food

Happy Birthday
- Rania Rashid
- Rania Mir
- S Aleena Mir
- Muhammad Abdullah Pirzada
- Mohammad Mikael
- Adeena Ashmin

ABCs Of Student Success
is for BEDTIME: On average children need 8 to 10 hours of sleep each night. Sleep is important for many reasons. Lack of sleep can cause kids to be hypersensitive, impatient or cranky. It is more difficult for children to concentrate and learn when they are tired. Some doctors even believe that during sleep the brain "flies away" what is learned during the day. Encouraging quite activities such as reading just prior to bedtime offers a transition that helps children relax. Sweet Dreams!